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A B S T R A C T

The increasing integration of renewable generation and power system innovations toward smartness have made
microgrid a platform through which sources of energy could be annexed for efficient network operation.
However, the sources must be carefully selected for a synergy to minimize intermittent challenges for productive
output. This paper presents a grid-connected load-following hybrid solar photovoltaic and small-hydro microgrid
with a grid isolated electric vehicle charging system. A decentralized multi-agent smart voltage network reactive
power compensation dynamically regulates and monitors the network limits based on nodes' local measure-
ments. The solar system supports hydropower during the peak load demand and solar storage is charged up by
hydropower when irradiation is at the lowest threshold. The energy balance during excess production is con-
figured for individual electric vehicle charging as load points. The photovoltaic-hydropower/electric vehicle
microgrid is incorporated with maximum power point tracking and excitation control respectively as a means of
control. The detail performance analysis using a time series evaluation over a 24 h daily simulation period is
done on standard IEEE 33 and 118-bus radial distribution networks. Consequently, improved voltage regulation,
dynamic energy reserve for electric vehicle’ charging and a better reduction in power loss are ensured in the
research work.

1. Introduction

The global increase in electrical power demand, the impact of en-
vironmental pollution and depletion in fossil fuel levels necessitate the
need for alternative power sources. The paradigm shift to usage of re-
newable energy sources (RESs) on distribution system (DS) is more
pronounced and will continue in that trend in the nearest future [1].
Distributed energy resources (DER) are integrated into DSs to improve
voltage profiles, power quality and system performance [2]. Conse-
quently, the conventional DSs are migrating into multiple inter-
connected networks embedded with smart applications such as photo-
voltaic (PV), small hydro plant (SHP) and energy storage systems (ESS)
[3]. The agglomeration of different but complementary energy gen-
eration systems based on RESs or mixed energy is known as a renewable
energy hybrid system [4,5]. Therefore, the resulting grid from this
system is known as a microgrid (MG) due to its capacity compared to
the main grid.

PV generation is promising and widely exploited all over the world,
but the key challenge lies in continuous energy supply. It is weather

dependent and impacts technical problems such as power fluctuation
and instability [6]. Various approaches, such as demand-side response,
a day ahead programming, usage of ESS as a power back up and
complementary combination with other RESs are instrumental in alle-
viating its intermittent challenge. The maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) approach is widely used for regulated output, but some of the
techniques have a limited operation due to slow tracking and reduced
efficiency [7]. Perturbation and observation (P&O) and incremental
conductance (INC) methods are common methods by the researchers.
However, the operating point in the P&O method results in energy loss
due to its oscillation around the maximum power point (MPP). It is not
also suitable for frequently changing scenario [8]. The INC offers a
better output under a rapidly changing weather with lower oscillation
around MPP. It is usually proposed for adaptive variation in voltage
step base on the PV curve [9].

The SHP is power distribution compatible, and it is versatile in
achieving network balance between voltage profile and reactive power
using an excitation system [10]. Hence it is instrumental in providing
dynamic support in the smart distribution network (DN). It can
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replicate the stability and high inertial associated with a centralized
hydro generator using a synchronous machine configuration. It pos-
sessed excellent efficiency and capacity factor with a reduced rate of
fluctuation compare to the wind and solar [11,12]. Ioannis et al. [13]
established the degree of complementary between SHP and solar PV by
analyzing the hydrological and solar irradiation of a particular case
area using an optimization algorithm. The results indicated a significant
complementary between the two sources. It was corroborated in [14]
and suggested how complementary features can be employed to design
hybrid PVSHP for improved efficiency. In general, the combination of
compatible and complementary RESs in a microgrid configuration
presents a significant potential in a modernized smart distribution
network.

Electric vehicle (EV) plays an integral part in modern DNs; the need
for a reduction in dependence on fossil fuel and strategic steps to
achieve a low-carbon emission transportation system has metamor-
phosed into the inclusion of EV in DSs [15]. The DNs are generally
characterized by a period of deficit generation (peak time) and excess
generation (off-peak time). However, one of the strategies to balance up
the system at an off-peak time is the inclusion of EV as controllable
loads [16]. The DNs are challenged when a plug-in electric vehicle
(PEV) is charged in an uncoordinated manner or at peak time. In order
to solve this challenge, [17] proposed dedicated charging points
through the development of local microgrid. A fast-charging approach
was presented in [18] using an AC/DC converter. However, it is a stand-
alone experimental work; its non-coordination with DNs made it chal-
lenging to evaluate its performance in active distribution networks
(ADNs). Energy management in real-time charging was proposed in

[19] for a utility connected plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV)
charging system. The network is managed in the presence of a PV
system, and a statistical/probabilistic model was developed to capture
renewable uncertainties. However, to successfully incorporate PEV on
DNs when RESs are involved, efforts need to be made to cater for
downtime or inconsistency in renewable output.

Some researchers devoted attention to the hybridization of PV and
wind power, leaving a gap in the complementary combination of PV
and SHP [20]. At the same time, some presented a coordinated voltage
control with a hybrid microgrid in DSs [21–23]. However, the energy
balancing strategy during the excess power production and power
deficit in grid-connected microgrid configuration is of paramount sig-
nificance in the regulated voltage profile. The significant contributions
are:

i A grid-connected load following complementary hybrid PV/SHP
network injection strategy annexing the MPPT and excitation system
as a local means of control

ii Smart distribution coordination through a decentralized multi-agent
system interfacing a network power support from micro energy grid
integration

iii Unidirectional grid-isolated individual plug-in electric charging/
storage system

2. Microgrid architecture

Establishing a complementary synergy between RESs, the PVSHP is
hybridized in conjunction with ESS as the energy reserve, as shown in

Nomenclature abbreviation

DSDistribution system Q Distribution system QReactive power
RESsRenewable energy sources VAC Renewable energy sources

VACAlternating current voltage
DERDistributed energy resources VDC Distributed energy resources

VDCDirect current voltage
PVPhotovoltaic PAC Photovoltaic PACAlternating current power
MEGMicro energy grid Qcom Micro energy grid QcomCompensating

reactive power
SHPSmall hydropower PFΔ Small hydropower PFΔChange in re-

active power
ESSEnergy storage system K Energy storage system KBoltzmann's

constant
MGMicrogrid IPH Microgrid IPHPhotocurrent
MPPTMaximum power point technique ρ Maximum power point

technique ρDiode ideality factor

PVSHPPhotovoltaic small hydropower q Photovoltaic small hydro-
power qElectron charge

EVElectric vehicle Electric vehicle Voltage angle
PEVPlug-in electric vehicle Vref Plug-in electric vehicle

VrefReference voltage magnitude
DODDepth of discharge Q Depth of discharge QFlow rate (m3s−1),
CSVComma-separated values H Comma-separated values

HEffective head (m),
MASMulti-agent system η Multi-agent system ηEfficiency
Parameters/variables ρ Water density (kgm−3)
ICurrent gCurrent gGravitational constant (ms−2).
ZImpedance TE Impedance TEVoltage controller time constant
RResistance ΔV Resistance ΔVVoltage deviation
XReactance TB Reactance TBTime constant
YAdmittance KB Admittance KBVoltage controller gain
VVoltage TC Voltage TCCurrent controller time constant
PReal power Efd Real power EfdField voltage

Fig. 1. The proposed grid-connected PVSHP, ESS and PEV in grid isolated mode.
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Fig. 1. The MEG is modeled in such that at peak loading conditions, the
PV power complements the SHP. Conversely, during the off-peak state,
the SHP excess power generation is stored in the battery. The overall
excess production is channel toward the electric vehicle charging
system as a controllable load. The distribution network is challenged
towards voltage collapse when PEV is charged at the peak load of the
system. The DN is then stressed and strained beyond the stability limit.
In resolving the challenge, the storage for the charging system is con-
figured in grid isolated mode. It can only receive and store power
during the excess power generation through a unidirectional converter.
In Fig. 1, battery A is designated for the PEV. Battery B provides the
energy reserve and power back up for the microgrid and capable of
operating in bidirectional mode. The PV and SHP adaptively respond to
the network dynamism based on their local measurement with in-
corporated local means of control. The solar PV is tracked through the
MPPT approach, while the excitation system is employed to keep the
output voltage of SHP stable despite varying load current at the point of
connection. The microgrid is accessed on single and multiple nodes on
standard IEEE network over a multi-period daily power flow simulation
to evaluate power quality such as voltage profile, power losses and
energy gained.

3. PVSHP grid isolated PEV model and control technique

3.1. PV model

The photovoltaic cells are made up of photo-semiconductor devices
that can convert solar irradiation directly to electrical energy. It is
connected in series and parallel configuration to form an array of PV
panels that can generate required direct current (DC) voltage and cur-
rent output. It is interfaced with a voltage source inverter to produce
alternating current (AC) power that is compatible with the distribution
power system. A single cell characteristic equation is expressed as [4]
and modeled as shown in Fig. 2.

⎜ ⎟= − ⎡
⎣
⎢

⎛
⎝

+ ⎞
⎠

− ⎤
⎦
⎥ − +I I I
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exp ( ) 1PH S
C
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P (1)

where IPH is the photocurrent as a function of solar radiation and cell
temperature, TC is the cell's operating temperature, IS is diode satura-
tion current, K stands for Boltzmann's constant, ρ is an ideality factor of
the diode, q is the electron charge, RP and RS are the series and parallel
resistance of PV cell. The I-V and P-V characteristics of the solar cell as a
result of variation in hourly irradiation from 0 to 1000w/m2 [24–26]
using a characterized Kyocera 200Watt grid connect photovoltaic cell is
shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b).

3.2. Maximum power point technique

Low generating efficiency of the solar cell is captured by the MPPT
to guarantee a maximum power delivery [27]. The incremental con-
ductance (IC) method is adopted in the study because it offers good
results under rapidly changing weather conditions. It also has a lower
oscillation around the maximum power point, thereby preventing

energy loss [9]. It is obtained by differentiating PV power with respect
to voltage and equate the result to zero.
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Fig. 3 shows the flow chart for the IC technique. The tracking begins
with the PV module's current and voltage within the two instants of
time t1 and t2. The disparity in voltage and current measured is denoted
as dVPV and dIPV, the voltage of the module is then boosted by the duty
cycle (C) of the converter until the instantaneous conductance is equal
to incremental conductance.

3.3. PV generator capacity

The output of the photovoltaic cells should be able to share in the
network load demand when in grid-connected mode with the addition
of an extra amount of power due to system losses. The number of PV
modules per parallel string in series connection and the number of
strings connected in parallel is computed as:

=N string
V

Vmodules/
DCbus

M
(3)

Where N stringmodules/ denotes the number of the module in a string,
VDCbusis the direct current bus voltage and VMis the individual module's
voltage. A preselected PV panel model for modules configuration and
arrangement is employed, as shown in Fig. 5. The amount of parallel
string is determined iteratively to meet the required PV output. The
hourly generated output power profile of the PV generator based on a
different level of irradiation is shown in Fig. 6. The solar irradiance
between the first to a fifth hour and twentieth to last hour is zero, hence
there is no power output for the period.

3.4. Battery storage capacity

In order to calculate the battery supporting capacity, the maximum
current flow at the point of injection is determined by the power flow
equation as [28]:

∑= − + − ∈
=

P V V G δ δ B δ δ i N[ cos( ) sin( )]i i
j

N

j ij i j ij i j
1 (4)

∑= − + − ∈
=
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j

N

j ij i j ij i j
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=
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N

ij i j
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Where Yij = Gij + jBij is the system admittance matrix, Pi and Qi are
the real and reactive power injected at bus i respectively. The battery
current is determined by as [29]

= + = +I t V t I t θ
V t η

I t P
V t η

I t( ) ( )* ( )*cos
( )*

( )
( )*

( )bat
AC AC

DC inv
DC

AC

DC inv
DC

(7)

Where VACis the ac voltage, VDC is dc voltage, cos θ is ac load power

Fig. 2. One diode model of photovoltaic cell.
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factor and ηinv is the inverter efficiency. The power output profile of the
inverter is shown in Fig. 7 using the efficiency of 0.95. The battery
charges when the network applied voltage is higher than the battery
voltage and discharges when the battery voltage is more significant
than the network voltage. Based on the calculated maximum current
flow at each point of power injection, 500Ah individual battery

capacity is combined in a series-parallel connection to achieve the
system storage capacity for each of the microgrids integrated. The
battery state of charge (SOC) is determined using [29]:

= − + −I t I t I t_ ( ) _ ( 1) ( ( ))bat Ah bat Ah load (8)

The arrangement of the grid-tied preselected battery is shown in

Fig. 3. IC technique.

Fig. 4. (a). I-V curves for hourly irradiation levels (0–436W/m2 at 25°C) (b) P-V curves for hourly irradiation levels (0–436W/m2 at 25°C).
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Fig. 8, the series connection of the battery to form the parallel strings is
determined as [29]:

=N V
V

_bat series
DCbus

bat (9)

Where N _bat series denotes the number of battery in series connection,
Vbat is the individual battery voltage and VDCbus is the voltage at the
direct current bus. The battery output capacity is determined by:

=P P DOD_ _ _ *2(50% )*0.95total bat output total bat (10)

Where P _total bat denotes the total battery power, DOD is the depth of
charge which is the minimum lowest threshold the battery can dis-
charge. It is usually incorporated to prolong the service years of the
battery and 0.95 is the system efficiency.

3.5. Small hydropower

A small hydropower plant has less impact on the environment and
ecosystem. Its power production is a function of the flow rate of a
stream or dam water discharge. A simple expression of the power
output for a small hydro-plant as given by [13]:

=P QHηρg (11)

Where P is the output power (W), Q is the flow rate (m3s−1), H is the
effective head (m), η is the efficiency, ρ is the density of water (kgm−3)
and g is the gravitational constant (ms−2). SHP has the ability to mimic
the stability and high inertia of conventional centralized hydro gen-
erator with a reduced rate of fluctuation. The net head is taking to be
fairly constant for a particular season of the year adapted for the study.
The water flow rate does not reflect significant fluctuation on an hourly
basis; therefore, the output of the SHP is assumed to be constant on its
daily profile. The SHP potential by countries over the world is shown in
Fig. 9, which placed Nigeria on the better potential for power genera-
tion in African countries [30]. The flow pattern and characteristics are
obtained from the ministry of water resources and rural development,
Osun state government of Nigeria [31].

The voltage regulator deviation of SHP at point of connection is
mathematically expressed as [32]:

Fig. 5. Series and parallel connection of PV modules.

Fig. 6. The hourly output power profile of the photovoltaic generator.

Fig. 7. The hourly power output of the inverter.

Fig. 8. Battery arrangement and configuration.
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= −V V VΔ ref pcc (12)

First amplifier stage in voltage controller using first order differ-
ential equation in per unit is:
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Second amplifier stage in voltage controller is evaluated using:
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Current regulator deviation, first and second stage current con-
troller amplifier is evaluated using:
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The field voltage is determined using:

= + +E E x T x
T

.fd fd C
D

0 4
3

(18)

The field voltage is proportional to terminal voltage of the generator
as:

= +E E E
Vfd fd

ref (19)

3.6. Grid isolated electric vehicle charging

The charging system is isolated from the grid through a unidirec-
tional converter, which implies the converter can only feed the battery
system designated for electric vehicles. It cannot return power to the
network from the battery. The arrangement is to mitigate the technical
challenge that has to do with the fact that PEV owners in the same
society may share the same social lifestyles. The grid might be subjected
to peak demand when PEV owners are back from work at the same
time. It also technically avoid the network being thrown into the state
of collapse at peak load time with an indiscriminate plugin of EVs. The

Fig. 9. The SHP potential by countries in the world [30].

Fig. 10. One-line diagram of grid isolated electric vehicle charging system.
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unidirectional converter is an ac-dc voltage source inverter feeding the
power storage facility provided for the PEV, as shown in Fig. 10. The
power demanded by the PEV can be calculated by [19]

= ×
−

P M E
D APEV

d m

t t (20)

Where PPEV is the power demanded by the PEV, Em is the energy
consumption per mile,Md is the daily number of miles covered, Dt is the
departure time after charging, At is the arrival time. As a strategy to
prolong service years of the vehicle battery, the upper and lower
threshold of their SOC is usually enforced. The lower limit is always
incorporated in the vehicle while the upper limit is monitored at the
charging station. Four classifications of vehicles were considered for the
PEV energy storage charging system, as shown in Table 1.

Three cases of charging time are considered: a charging time that
commenced by 17.00hour of the day, which assumed the same social
lifestyle of the society. It takes into consideration that most vehicle
users must have come from various working offices. The second char-
ging time considered a twenty- four hours changing system in which the
vehicle users can arrive for charging at any hours of the day. And the
last employed a random generation of vehicle class, charging time and
consumption/mile using the normal distribution as presented in [33]
using Matlab random function.

The summation of power demanded by ith PEV is expressed as:

∑=
=

P P i( )PEVD i

n
PEV1 (21)

Where PPEVD is the summation of power demanded by all PPEV
connected, PPEV is the individual electric vehicle connected. The value
is discharge in real-time from the energy storage charging system.

4. Proposed methodology and algorithm flowchart

The PVSHP/ESS/EV MEG is grid-connected, but the EV charging
system is isolated through a unidirectional converter. The load-fol-
lowing coordination technique is employed, and the MEG responds to
reflect the network dynamism. The load-following method is a load
current (IL) based model, in which the instantaneous magnitude of load
demand determines the direction of microgrid power dispatch. The
power injected by the microgrid and the power reverse from the main
grid changes direction alternatively as the magnitude of load demand
varies. The source file containing load, meteorological data is prepared
in CSV format on the spreadsheet program for multi-period power flow
analysis to evaluate the network performance. Standard IEEE 33 bus
and 118 bus system specifications are also defined.

The computing process begins by evaluating the current generated
by the SHP (ISHP). The SHP stands as the core and leads generating
source to the main grid. The ISHP compares the main grid network load
current (IL). The load current is determined by the microgrid compac-
tible backward/forward sweep power flow analysis in real-time simu-
lation model using the branch injection to bus current (BIBC). The
current produced by the PV (IPV), the battery state of charge (SOC), the
charging current (Ich) and the discharging current (Idisch) were all
computed and stored in matrices with a different identifier.

The system model operates in three scenarios: the first case becomes
operational when SHP generated current is equal to the load current
(Inet = 0). It implies load is complete fulfillment by the SHP. However,
there is no excess energy for battery charging and vehicle storage. In the
second case, the SHP supply is more than the load current. There is
power demand fulfillment; hence the excess energy charges the battery.
At fully charged battery conditions, the excess is diverted to the EV
charging storage system. However, if the battery SOC is less than the
maximum status, the battery is charged, and the new SOC is computed.
The last case occurs when the SHP supply is less than the load current.
The battery SOC is checked; if the battery SOC is higher than the
minimum SOC (SOCmin), the battery supports the SHP in fulfilling the

network load demand. However, if the battery SOC is less than the
minimum (SOCmin), the PV support the system in achieving the net-
work load demand. Fig. 11 shows the flowchart of the proposed
PVSHP/ESS/EV MEG load-following technique.

A time-dependent power flow analysis suitable for the microgrid
active distribution network is adopted using the backward/forward
sweep approach. The network load demand, power supplied by the PV,
ESS, and the MEG are dynamically changing over a twenty-four hours
simulation to account for variability and network dynamism. The
analysis begins from one branch to the other until all the branches on
the feeder are traced. Initially, the voltages for all the buses are as-
sumed to take the value of 1 per unit (pu) and zero voltage angle. Using
the initial voltage and specified real and reactive power, the branch
current is computed from the end bus to the source (Backward Sweep).
The branch current is determined to find the voltage drop, the real and
reactive power losses in the system. The current at the source bus is
then calculated as expressed by [35].
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= +Z R jXij ij ij (22)

= − =V V V I ZDrop ij j i ij ij. (23)

=P I Rloss ij ij.
2

ij (24)

=Q I Rloss ij ij.
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Where:
∑ =

≠
Pi

i s

n
i1 is the sum of real load connected the receiving end buses;

∑ =
≠

Qi
i s

n
i1 is the sum of reactive load connected the receiving end buses;

∑ =
=
=

Pj
i
i j

n
loss ij1

1
. is the sum of the branch (ij) real power loss across the

feeder;
∑ =

=
=

Qj
i
i j

n
loss ij1

1
. is the sum of the branch (ij) reactive power loss across

the feeder; V *s is the conjugate of the source voltage; I is the current at
the source end; Zijis the impedance of branch ij; Rij is the resistance of
branch ij; Xijis the reactance of branch ij; VDrop.ijis the voltage drop
across the branches ij; Vj and Vi are the voltage at bus j and i respec-
tively; Iij is the current flowing through bus i to j.

The computation then begins at the source bus toward the end node
to evaluate the voltage drop using Eq. (23), branch current (Iij), real and
reactive power losses using Eqs. (24) and (25) respectively (Forward
Sweep). At the completion of the process, the total losses are calculated,
and the power mismatched is determined. The process is repeated when
the MEG is integrated. The percentage improvement in performance
indices is evaluated. Fig. 12(a) shows the proposed load flow metho-
dology used for this study.

The capacitor banks provide network voltage support in terms of
reactive power compensation. However, using a decentralized multi-
agent system (MAS), the compensating injected reactive power is
evaluated by dynamic computation of voltage and power factor

Table 1.
Classification of vehicles [34].

Vehicle class Description Consumption/mile

1 Compact passenger cars 0.3kWh/mile
2 Full size passenger cars 0.45kWh/mile
3 Medium-size SUV and pick-up trucks 0.6kWh/mile
4 Large size SUV and pick-up trucks 0.75kWh/mile
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Fig. 11. Load following technique system design flowchart.

Fig. 12. (a). Proposed load flow methodology. Fig. 12 (b) Proposed network dynamic reactive power injection.
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variation on nodes of the feeder. The dynamic computation of network
parameters determines the compensating injected reactive power Qcom

on a real-time basis. The capacity of the dynamically evaluated Qcom

determines the step switching sequence of the capacitor banks.
Fig. 12(b) shows the network operational flowchart for the dynamic
MAS coordination of capacitor step switching. However, SHP generates
both real and reactive power; therefore the absolute reactive power
compensation is also sourced from the microgrid to relieve the stress on
CBs.

5. Test system and simulation cases

Simulation of the study models validates the effectiveness of the
grid-connected complementary hybrid hydro-photovoltaic MEG load
following technique in grid isolated PEV using standard IEEE 33 and
118 bus system. Fig. 13 shows the thirty-three bus system, it contains
the main feeder, three laterals and thirty-two branches. The total loads
are 3.72 MW and 2.3MVAr. The substation voltage is 12.66kV at the
base power of 100MWA [1]. Fig. 14 shows the IEEE 118 bus system
with a substation voltage of 11kV. It comprises of a slack bus, 117
branches and load buses [36]. It has a total power load of 22709kW and
17041kVAr [37]. The simulation presents the twenty-four hours multi-
period dynamic load changing scenario in which voltage is coordinated
at each hour toward the operating statutory bound. Hybridization of
small hydropower with photovoltaic power in conjunction with EES
therefore forms a reliable micro energy grid. SHP provides energy in
both day and night and solar PV serves as back up energy supply during
the peak hours of the day. The SHP continues the supply of charging
current to the PEV energy storage charging system during the hours
when solar irradiation is unavailable. The power demand by various
classes of vehicle, number of vehicle and battery SOC are also evaluated
in real time and analysed. Results are analyzed based on hybrid PVSHP/
ESS MEG smart DN and grid isolated PEV charging system.

5.1. Proposed hybrid PVSHP smart network with grid isolated electric
vehicle charging system

In this model, the capacitive reactive power compensation for net-
work voltage regulation is dynamically evaluated at each hour using
the decentralized cooperative multi-agent system. The dynamic re-
active power compensation works in synergy with MPPT solar PV and
SHP exciter control based on the local measurement at the point con-
nection. Fig. 11 shows the microgrid load following approach flow-
chart. The network and microgrid harmoniously respond to dynamism
based on load following technique.

Fig. 15 shows the voltage profile of the proposed model compared to
the base, with the integration of one hybrid microgrid. The minimum
voltage at the base case is 0.8765 pu at 20.00 hour. The value moved up
to 0.9698 pu at the same hour, while the maximum voltage is 1.002 pu

with a proposed model. In the scenarios earlier discussed, the voltage
profile was unachievable within the statutory limit in all the hours of
the day. However, for the proposed model, the voltage operates within
the statutory limit at all hours of the day. The percentage voltage im-
provement achieved is 48% at losses reduction of 39%. Fig. 16(a) shows
the online capacitor injection step per hour and Fig. 16(b) shows the
power injection by both solar PV and SHP generators. Fig. 17 shows the
voltage profile per hour with one hybrid microgrid, operated within the
statutory bound.

With the integration of two hybrid microgrids at different nodes
along the DN feeder, the minimum voltage of 0.8765 pu at 20.00 hour
for the base case improved to 0.9696 pu within the operating bound.
The maximum voltage is also 1.038 pu. Fig. 18 shows the voltage
profile of the proposed model with two hybrid microgrid injections. The
percentage voltage improvement is 72%, while the percentage power
loss reduction is 33%. In every hour of the day, the voltage falls within
the operating bound, as shown in Fig. 19. Table 2 shows the summary
of voltage profile and power losses.

The microgrid ESS backs up and supports the main grid when the
SHP cannot meet up the load demand at any hour of the day. It occurs
at the hour the load current (IL) is higher than (ISHP), which implies Inet
is negative. In Fig. 20(a), the battery injected power into the main grid
at 03.00 hwith its SOC discharged from its SOCmax 200kA to 179kA.
The Inet turned positive from 04.00 h; the SHP again takes up power
injection, and ESS goes to charging mode. Another battery discharge is
again experienced at 20.00 h of the day. The second microgrid (MG2)
experienced a constant positive Inet with the battery SOC maintained at
maximum state at all hours of the day. Fig. 20(b) shows the charging
and discharging current of the microgrid battery for the day.

At maximum battery SOC, the excess charging current is diverted
for storage in the PEV storage charging system. Starting with minimum
initial battery SOC for PEV battery storage (50% SOC of the PEV battery
storage capacity), the EV battery charging system and the EVs con-
nection for charging are set on simultaneously. The daily SOC is mon-
itored to ascertain the level of storage at each hour and the number of
vehicle types that can be conveniently charged. The procedure is re-
peated when the initial battery SOC is 80% charged. Fig. 21(a) shows
the PEV battery storage SOC for the two microgrids integrated into the
main network. The EVs connection for charging considering vehicle
class, charging time and miles per day are presented in three cases.

Case A: In this case, the initial battery SOC is at the minimum
(100kVA), and the charging time commenced by 17.00 h of the day. It
assumed users must have closed in their various offices and be ready for
charging. Fig. 21(b) shows the SOC without EV connection in com-
parison with EVs connected. 30 number of compact passenger vehicle
class EVs were connected, and the system signifies low battery at 17.00
to 21.00 h as indicated with the red curve in the plot. When the EVs
connection was reduced to 20, the system shows a low battery at
17.00–20.00 h. It implies that the charging system could not

Fig. 13. Single line diagram of 33bus test system [1].
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accommodate up to 20 EVs connection. However, the PEV changing
system could accommodate 19 EVs connection without indication of
low battery in any of the hours. Table 3 present the number of EVs
accommodation as the charging time, vehicle class and mile per day
vary. The red curve in Fig. 22(a) shows that the system signifies a low
battery status from 0.00 h to 21.00 h due to overloading with EVs
connection.

Case B: In this case, the initial battery SOC is at maximum and the
charging time covers the whole 24.00 h of the day. Different charging
time, vehicle class and miles per day were selected and combined. The
number of EVs connection were evaluated and presented in Table 3.

Case C: In this case, the initial battery status is fully charged, the
charging covers the whole hours of the day. However, the vehicle class,
the charging time and the miles per day were randomly selected using
the metaheuristic particle agents and computed for online evaluation

Fig. 14. Single line diagram of 118 bus system [36].

Fig 15. Voltage profile of the proposed model with one hybrid microgrid in-
jection.

Fig. 16. (a). Capacitor steps for the online reactive power injection (b) Power injection by solar PV and SHP generators.
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Fig. 17. Voltage profile per hour with one hybrid microgrid with the statutory bound.

Fig. 18. Voltage profile of the proposed model with two hybrid microgrid injection.

Fig. 19. Voltage profile per hour with two hybrid microgrids with the statutory bound.

Table 2.
Shows the summary of voltage profile and power losses.

Items Without DG With DG With MG(Proposed model)
One DG Hybrid One MG Two MG
PV @bus 18 SHP @bus 18 PVSHP centralizes@ bus

18
PVSHP decentralized @bus
2&18

PVSHP/ESS @
bus 2

PVSHP/ESS @bus
2&18

Total losses(base)kW 4587 4587 4587 4587 4587 4587 4587
Total losses(kW) 4217 2954 3377 2938 3695 3525
Loss reduction (%) 08.09 35.62 26.38 35.96 39.46 33.17
Min voltage 0.877 @bus

18,20h
0.9699 @bus
18,20h

0.9699 @bus
33,20h

0.9699 @bus 33,20h 0.9699 @bus 33,20h 0.9698 @bus
18,16h

0.9696 @bus
30,20h

Max voltage 1.000 @bus 1&2, 1.017 @bus
18,15h

1.029 @bus
18,20h

1.076 @bus 18,20h 1.029 @bus 18,20h 1.002 @bus
18,20h

1.038 @bus
18,13h

Voltage imp (%) 05.90 30.48 35.47 30.64 48.55 72.39
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on the system charging system. One hundred particles for vehicle class,
charging time and miles per day were randomly combined. Fig. 22(b)
show the percentage of each category of vehicle selected. The medium
size SUV and pick-up trucks has the highest selection at 31%.

Fig. 23(a) shows the cumulative EVs connection for each combi-
nation of particle agents. The medium size SUV and pick-up trucks with
the highest percentage of vehicle class have the highest cumulative of
2679 EVs. The selected one hundred vehicle class combination is also
evaluated for the number of miles for each combination and the number
of EVs that could be connected for charging. Fig. 23(b) shows the
number of miles and that EVs connection for charging for each com-
bination of vehicle class. The number of miles per day ranges between
80 miles to 120 miles, while the EVs number ranges between 60 and
120. The vehicle class distribution in one hundred vehicle class com-
binations is shown in Fig. 24.

IEEE 118-Bus system: the proposed model was also tested on a more
extensive network for comparative analysis, the network was analyzed
in terms of voltage profile improvement and power loss reduction and
results were computed and compared. The voltage profile of the pro-
posed model with the integration of four MEG at bus 2, 33, 77 and 118
is shown in Fig. 25. The nodes were selected through the voltage sta-
bility index estimation. The bus with the lowest voltage is at bus 77
with value 0.8665(pu) at 20.00 h. The base case improves to
0.9232(pu) at the integration of MEG. The percentage improvement in
voltage profile and reduction in power losses is presented in Table 4.
However, the operation of voltage within the statutory bound continues
to increase as more MEG is integrated on the network. With the in-
tegration of four microgrids along the feeder, the voltage operation
with the limit is achieved in all the buses at all hours.

Fig. 26 shows the voltage profile at bus 77 of the feeder at the in-
tegration of different number of microgrids. The highest-profile is ob-
served at the inclusion of four microgrids.

To verify the ability of the proposed model: utility connected
complementary hybrid hydro-photovoltaic multi-microgrid in smart
distribution network with grid isolated electric vehicle charging system.
A comparison is made with three selected existing works [1,38,39]. The
renewable energy configuration and method adopted in the works are
summarized in Table 5. In this research, a decentralized multi-agents
smart operation and regulation of the reactive power support combines
the load following complimentary combination of hybrid solar PV and
SHP with their built-in MPPT and excitation control. The results re-
flected a considerable improvement in voltage profile, and with two
MGs integration at bus 2 and 18, the voltage successfully operated with

Fig. 20. (a). The battery state of charge for MG1 and MG2 (b) Battery charging and discharging current.

Fig. 21. (a). The PEV battery storage SOC without EVs connection (b) PEV battery storage SOC with EVs connection.

Table 3.
EVs system accommodation at varying charging time, vehicle class and con-
sumption per mile.

Initial SOC – Minimum SOC (Case A) Initial SOC – Fully charged (Case B)
Energy/
mile
kWh/
mile

PD (kW) No
of
mile

Hours No
of
EVs

Energy/
mile
kWh/
mile

PD(kW) No
of
mile

Hours No
of
EVs

0.30 0.750 20 8 19 0.30 0.750 60 8 79
0.45 1.125 20 8 12 0.45 1.125 60 8 53
0.60 3.000 20 4 4 0.60 1.500 60 8 39
0.60 1.500 20 8 8 0.60 3.000 60 4 19
0.75 1.875 20 8 7 0.75 1.875 60 8 31
0.75 3.750 20 4 3 0.75 3.750 60 4 15
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the statutory limit at all feeder nodes, as shown in Fig. 19. However, in
the method adopted in [1], the voltage operation within the bound is
demonstrated for only four nodes (9, 12 and 18) of the feeder with the
addition of three MGs. In [39], the 5kW solar PV system installed with a
pumped hydro system was made to operate in time series to evaluate
the voltage performance as a function of generic load profile and output
power generated. The same situation applies to [38]. In the present
study, the EVs charging is isolated from contributing back into the grid
through a unidirectional converter. This prevents the grid stress toward
voltage collapse at peak load conditions to achieve conformity to vol-
tage operating limits at all hours. Unlike the study in [40], the EVs are
configured to directly drawn power from the main grid. The network
operation can be thrown off equilibrium at peak load conditions. Al-
though the vehicle to grid technology was in place to support the
system at peak condition, however, connecting such a model with a
more extensive network with high load demand will not give room for
the vehicle to grid to operate sufficiently at emergency due to high load
demand and comprehensive system.

6. Conclusions

A hybrid solar PVSHP is modeled in EVs grid isolated MEG con-
nected on the smart distribution network. A decentralized multi-agent
system was applied for smart network voltage regulation through on-
line regulation of network reactive power compensation. The

complementary action of solar and small hydro generation is annexed
into the grid via a load-following strategy incorporated a local means of
control. The proposed model was tested and verified by implementing it
on 1EEE 33 and IEEE 118 node feeders. The percentage voltage im-
provement in 33 bus system with the proposed technique is 48.5%
using one microgrid integration. With two microgrid integration, the
percentage improvement is 72.39%. The voltage profile within the
statutory limit is achieved. This occurred at all nodes of the feeder at all

Fig. 22. (a) PEV storage system signifying a low battery status (b) Percentage of vehicle class.

Fig. 23. (a) Cumulative number of EVs per vehicle class (b) The number of EVs and miles per day.

Fig. 24. The vehicle class distribution.
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hours of the day. However, it took the integration of four microgrids to
realize voltage within the bound in the 118 bus system. The grid iso-
lated configuration of the EVs charging system guarantees the avoid-
ance of network stress toward failure during the peak hours of the day
and ensuring uninterruptable power supply while renewable synergized
in the complementary injection of power.
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Fig. 25. Voltage profile for 118-bus system comparing base to the proposed model.

Table 4.
Voltage profile and power losses in IEEE 118 bus feeder.

Items Without DG With MG(Proposed model)
One MG Two MG THREE MG FOUR MG
PVSHP/ESS @bus 2 PVSHP/ESS @bus 2&18

Total losses(base)kW 32292.90 32292.90 32292.90 32292.90 32292.90
Total losses(kW) 23389.00 21446.00 19615.00 17575.00
Loss reduction (%) 27.57 33.59 39.25 45.50
Min voltage 0.8665 @bus 77, 20h 0.9356 @bus 43,20h 0.9457 @bus 43,20h 0.9520 @bus 43,20h 0.9685 @bus 43,20h
Max voltage 1.000 @bus 1&2, 1.035 @bus 27,19h 1.035 @bus 27,19h 1.035 @bus 27,19h 1.036 @bus 27,19h
Voltage imp (%) 24.03 28.08 37.06 40.50

Fig. 26. Voltage profile at bus 77 for different microgrid integration level.
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Renewable energy sources PV & SHP Wind & PV PV & Biomass PV & SHP
Metrological data simulation Daily Daily Daily Daily
PV module capacity(w) 200 165 none none
Data modeling Real-time Real-time Real-time Forecasting
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Smart coordinating technique Multi-agent system None Multi-agent system Neural network
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Grid isolated EV charging Considered None None None
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Battery DOD 50% None None None
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